NINTH ANNUAL SCHOOL OF ROCK CONCERT
MONDAY, JUNE 4TH 2012 & THURSDAY, JUNE 7TH
FEATURING

aftershock
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS
THE MR. ‘E’-STREET BAND

WOODHULL INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL
MR. PAUL ESPOSITO – CLUB ADVISER
MR. MARK DARA – MUSICAL ASSISTANCE
COME MEET THE BAND………………

ALEX CARTWRIGHT - GUITAR
CHRISTINA VARADY - GUITAR
NICK EARLE - GUITAR
CHRISS PIAZZA - KEYBOARDS
MARIANO LUNA - DRUMS/PERCUSSION/ VOCALS
WILLIAM FALLON - DRUMS/ PERCUSSION
NICK SANIN – DRUMS/PERCUSSION
ADINA KIRKLAND – FRENCH HORN
TIM EARLE - TRUMPET
JOSEPH DAMMERS – CLARINET/ VOCALS
PETER CICCONE – CLARINET/ VOCALS
KRISTEN TATE - TRUMPET
MIKE COLON – BASS
KYLE CHIN - BASS

AND ON BASS/ GUITAR….

MR. MARK DARA !!!

…..AND THE SINGERS………………

SARAH LEVINE           DENNIS GUDIEL
ANDREW ALVARADO
ZENIA DIA               SARAH NEZHAPOUR
ERICA VAZQUEZ           MYASIA GASKIN
THE SETLIST

TOMMY, CAN YOU HEAR ME?
THE WHO (Written by Pete Townshend)

HOLD MY HAND
HOOTIE AND THE BLOWFISH
(James Sonefeld; Mark Bryan; Dean Felber; Darius Rucker)

AFTERSHOCK
AFTERSHOCK (Aftershock band, Mr. Esposito)

ICE CREAM MAN
VAN HALEN (Written by John Brim)

TWIST AND SHOUT
BEATLES (John Lennon/Paul McCartney)

HUNGRY HEART
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN AND THE E STREET BAND (B. Springsteen)
SPECIAL GUESTS
THE MR. 'E' STREET BAND
FEATURING

PAUL ESPOSITO – VOCALS
DAN SANDOVAL – GUITAR * DAY SHOW
MARK DARA – BASS
ROB COHEN – GUITAR * EVENING SHOW
MR. ROB LINDNER – DRUMS

NATIONAL ANTHEM: SPECIAL GUEST???

SPECIAL THANKS

MRS. STOKKERS, MR. & MRS. CICCONE, MR. DARA
PARENTS OF AFTERSHOCK, MRS. JOAN FRETZ
MR. JIM HOOPS, TOM WAGNER/BILL NITZEL
SIXTH GRADE TEACHERS, STAFF OF WOODHULL,
BRIGGS MUSIC AND MANY LOCAL BUSINESSES
AND EVERYONE ELSE IN NORTH AMERICA!
Dark Knight
School Of Rock
June 10th & June 13th 2011
Woolhull Intermediate School
Hey, there’s just a few days of school left
Hey, I haven’t gone in my pool yet
Yo, workin’ as hard as I can
Whoa! So many final exams!

Force and load, Hammurabi’s Code,
Speed and Friction, Realistic Fiction
Mode and Mean, Egyptian Queens,
Composite Numbers, I’m ready for summer!

It’s coming, It’s coming
Can you feel it? Can you feel it?
Can you feel the aftershock??

Hey, guess what I’ve got in my pocket?
---The body tube from my rocket
Hey, guess what I found in my backpack?
A test..I never gave to Mrs. Nowack

(repeat chorus)